Comparison of visual and emotional continuous performance test related to sequence of presentation, gender and age.
(Full text is available at http://www.manu.edu.mk/prilozi). Continous Performance Tests (CPTs) form a group of paradigms for the evaluation of attention and, to a lesser degree, the response inhibition (or disinhibition) component of executive control. The object of this study was to compare performance on a CPT using both visual and emotional tasks in 46 normal adult subjects. In particular, it was to examine the effects of the type of task (VCPT or ECPT), sequence of presentation, and gender/age influence on performance as measured errors of omission, errors of commission, reaction time and variation of reaction time. From the results we can assume that there are significantly worse performance parameters for ECPT than VCPT tasks, with a probable explanation of the influence of emotional stimuli on attention and information-processing and no significant effect of order of presentation and gender on performance. Significant differences with more omission errors for older groups were obtained, showing better attention in younger subjects. Key words: VCPT, ECPT, omission errors, commission errors, reaction time, variation of reaction time, normal adults.